Getting Ready for Year 7

My Journey so far…
Life is a journey! Think back through primary school ,
maybe even before that and write down your favourite
memories or events that have shaped you to become
the amazing person you are!

Kid Average or Kid AWESOME?
Kid average is someone who:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

tries a bit
thinks everyone else is talented
might not always stay focused
is scared of taking risks
is worried about looking silly
doesn’t answer questions in class
thinks they will be okay, until it is too late.

Kid awesome is someone who:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

tries hard
puts time into learning things
is dedicated to what they want to achieve
is focused
doesn’t give up easily
asks for help
overcomes fears
tries new things.

Sometimes we are worried about failing or messing it up. That is what stops us
being ‘kid awesome’. Being awesome takes perseverance.
What might be holding you back?

Remember: don’t give up – ever!
BE BRAVE
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Hopes, Dreams and the Future…
What are your hopes and dreams for your time at Barnwell?
You will be with us from when you’re 11 to maybe 16 or 18 years old.
A lot will change in that time.
•

What do you hope you will achieve?

•

What kind of person do you hope you will become?

•

What do you hope people will say about you?

Fill in the person outline with
all the things that you can
do to achieve your hopes
and dreams

Give EVERYTHING your best shot!
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Things I want to do while at Barnwell…
When you get to Barnwell, you will learn a huge number of new skills, and
improve skills you have practiced in Primary School. In the goal below, use the list
to write in your top new skills or things you’d like to build on in your time with us.

Be in a school play or
production

Speak another
language

Represent your school in
a national competition

Learn to play a musical
instrument

Read new books

Travel to another
country

Play for a school team

Raise money for charity

Take care of the school
garden

Learn how to manage
money

Join an after school
club

Walk the school dog

Cook a new meal from
scratch

Learn First Aid

Use computers to
create your own
website

Create a piece of art

Work as part of a team

Become an
Ambassador

Learn how to read a
map

Make new friends from
other schools

Learn to dance

Barnwell – My School…

Which colour for which College?

Have a look on our website and in your Information
Booklet, can you find the answers to all these questions?

What might you get a College Point for? List
as many things as you can think of.

Subjects at Barnwell
Find the subjects in the word search below – they go vertically, horizontally
and diagonally…

ART
DANCE
DRAMA
ENGLISH
ETHICS
FOOD
GEOGRAPHY

HISTORY
LANGUAGES
MATHS
MUSIC
PRIDE
SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY

Are there any other words?

The Timetable…
At Barnwell, we have a timetable that stretches over two weeks. This means
that you won’t always have the same lessons at the same time every week, it
might depend on whether it is a Week 1 or Week 2. Have a look at the
example timetable below and have a go at answering the questions.
What lesson do you
have first on a
Monday Week 1?
Who is your
Technology Teacher?
How many English
lessons do you have
over the two weeks?
Which days will you
need your PE kit? (you
need it for Dance and
PE)

Which Lab do you
have Science in?
Which room does Mrs
Casey teach you in?
What subject does Ms
Thyne teach you for?
Who teaches you
English?
Who is your Form
Tutor?

Getting to Barnwell…
Getting to Barnwell safely is just as important as being there. Draw up your
route to school on the map below (whether that’s walking, cycling, driving or
by bus). Identify spots where there could be hazards (e.g. busy roads) and
explain how you will manage this safely!
If your house isn't on this map, which direction will you come in from and how
will you get to Barnwell from there?

Year 7 and beyond…
Towards the end of year 8, you will get a little bit of choice about some
subjects you can study in a bit more depth. During Year 9 you will need to start
thinking about which subjects you want to study to GCSE. After GCSE the
choices are even wider, 6th Form, College, Apprenticeships and then
University?
Some people already know what they want to do as a career, lots of people
don’t.
Have you got a dream job?
If you have got some ideas, it is good to start looking at the types of
qualifications you need for your dream job and the types of skills and
attributes you will need. Why is this the job for you?
My Dream Job
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